ASL designs products specifically for those who cannot access their environment through conventional means. Our products and designs are a direct result of the needs of those we serve. Our goal has always been independence and equal rights for those we work with.
MICRO EXTREMITY CONTROL - MEC

ASL 130
MEC with Cork

ASL 130
MEC with Cup

ASL 129
MEC Light with Soft Tip

Slide Switch
Reverse = Reset

CHIN MOUNT OPTIONS

ASL 626 MEC
Collar Mount

ASL 625A
Aluminum Chin Mount - Small

ASL 625
Aluminum Chin Mount - Standard

ASL 628
Adjustable Height Swing Away Chin Mount

HAND MOUNT OPTIONS

ASL 603M
Adjustable Height Driving Platform Joystick Mount

ASL 603M
Adjustable Height Driving Platform Joystick Mount without MEC

ASL 616-644
Gatlin Mount Adaptor for MEC

ASL 616
Gatlin Mount